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DISCLAIMER
This confidential document, including a hard copy of these slides, the talks given by the presenters, the information communicated during any delivery of the presentation and any question and answer session and any document or material distributed at or in connection with this document (together, the "Presentation") has
been prepared by Cloudbreak Discovery plc (the "Company" or "Cloudbreak") in connection with the proposed equity fundraise by the Company.
The Presentation is provided for general information only and does not purport to contain all the information that may be required to evaluate the Company and should not be relied upon for the purposes of making an investment in the securities or entering into any transaction in connection with any such investment. The
information and opinions contained in the Presentation are provided as at the date of this Presentation and are subject to change without notice and, in furnishing the Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide recipients with access to any additional information or to update or
correct the Presentation. Information contained herein does not purport to be complete and is subject to certain qualifications and assumptions.
This Presentation has not been approved for any legislative, regulatory or other purpose and, in particular, has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended ("FSMA") or any analogous regulation in any other jurisdiction. This
Presentation does not constitute or form part of any investment in securities of the Company. In particular, the Presentation does not comprise an offer or invitation to issue or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to subscribe or purchase, any securities to the public within the meaning of sections 85 and 102B of FSMA and it is
being delivered for information purposes only to a very limited number of persons and companies who are ‘qualified investors’ within the meaning of section 86(7) of FSMA purchasing as principal or in circumstances under section 86(2) of FSMA, as well as persons who have professional experience in matters relating to
investments and who fall within the category of persons set out in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order") or are high net worth companies within the meaning set out in Article 49 of the Order or are otherwise permitted to receive it (together, the "Relevant
Persons"). This Presentation is distributed only to and directed at Relevant Persons and must not be acted on or relied upon by persons who are not Relevant Persons. Any other person who receives this Presentation should not rely or act upon it.
The Company's securities to which any potential future investment relates have not been and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or under any U.S. State securities laws. The shares of the Company may not be offered, sold, resold, taken up, exercised,
renounced, transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, in or into the United States unless they are registered under the Securities Act or pursuant to an exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or
transmitted into the United States, or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States, or to any "US person" as defined in Regulation S under the Securities Act of 1933, including US resident corporations or other entities organised under the laws of the United States or any state thereof or non-U.S. branches or
agencies of such corporations or entities. The Presentation is an advertisement and does not constitute or form part of an offer or invitation to issue or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to subscribe or purchase, any securities to any person in any jurisdiction to whom or in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful, and, in
particular, is not for distribution in or into the United States, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Japan or the Republic of South Africa or any other jurisdiction in which it may be unlawful to do so and it should not be delivered or distributed, directly or indirectly, into or within any such jurisdictions. Any failure to comply with
these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.
Novum Securities Limited ("Novum"), which is authorised and regulated by the United Kingdom's Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA"), is acting for the Company, and no-one else in connection with the equity fundraise. Accordingly, recipients should note that Novum is neither advising nor treating as a client any other
person and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to clients of Novum for providing advice in relation to any matter contained in this Presentation or any matter or arrangement referred to in it.
This Presentation may contain certain "forward-looking statements" including, but not limited to, statements with respect to the Company’s plans and operating performance. Generally, these forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as "expects", "expected", "budgeted",
"forecasts" and" anticipates". Forward-looking statements, while based on management’s best estimates and assumptions, are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, including but not limited to: risks
related to the successful integration of acquisitions; risks related to international operations; risks related to general economic conditions and credit availability, unanticipated reclamation expenses; changes in project parameters as plans continue to be refined; fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates; accidents,
labour disputes, claims and limitations on insurance coverage; tax rules and regulations, and political and economic developments in countries in which the Company operates. Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in
forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, readers
should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Except as required by applicable law or regulation, none of the Company, Novum nor any of their respective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers undertakes or agrees any obligation to update or revise any
forward-looking or other statement or information in this Presentation, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise and none of the Company, Novum or any of the irrespective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers or any other party undertakes or
agrees or is under a duty to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, any such information which may become apparent or to provide you with any additional information. No statement in this Presentation is intended as a profit forecast or profit estimate (unless otherwise stated).
The information described in this Presentation may contain certain information that is confidential, price-sensitive and which has not been made public. By accepting and viewing the Presentation to which this document relates you acknowledge that some or all of the information in this presentation may be “inside
information” for the purposes of the Criminal Justice Act 1993 and the Market Abuse Regulation EU 596/2014 (as retained, amended, extended, re-enacted or otherwise given effect pursuant to the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (as amended) and regulations made under that Act to form part of the domestic law of
the United Kingdom) (“MAR”) and that it constitutes a “market sounding” for the purpose of Article 11 of MAR. You recognise and accept that such information is being provided to you by the Company pursuant to Article 11 of MAR and you confirm, warrant and undertake that you will keep the information confidential and
will not: (i) deal, or attempt to deal, in financial instruments (as defined in MAR) relating to that information, or encourage another person to deal or disclose the information before the inside information is made public; (ii) or cancel or amend an order which has already been placed concerning a financial instrument to which
such information relates; (iii) disclose the inside information to another person other than in the proper course of the exercise of your employment, profession or duties; or (iv) engage in behaviour based on any inside information which might amount to market abuse or market manipulation for the purposes of MAR.
Recipients should take their own legal advice on the obligation to which they will be subject and the application of MAR and in particular make their own assessment of whether they are in possession of inside information and when such information ceases to be inside information. A prospective investor should not use this
information as a basis for its or their behaviour in relation to any financial instruments (as defined in MAR), as to do so could amount to a criminal offence of insider dealing under the Criminal Justice Act 1993 or a civil offence of insider dealing for the purposes of MAR or other applicable laws and/or regulations in other
jurisdictions.
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law or regulation, no undertaking, representation or warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, Novum or any of their respective parent or subsidiary undertakings or the subsidiary undertakings of any such parent
undertakings or any directors, officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers, or any other person, as to the accuracy, sufficiency, completeness or fairness of the information, opinions or beliefs contained in this Presentation. Save in the case of fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted by
any person for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such information or opinions or for any loss, cost or damage suffered or incurred, howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of, as a result of the reliance on, or otherwise in connection with, this Presentation. In addition, no duty of care is owed by any such
person to recipients of this Presentation or any other person in relation to the Presentation.
By accepting receipt of, attending any delivery of, or electronically accessing, the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the above limitations and conditions and, in particular, you represent, warrant and undertake to the Company and Novum that: (i) you are a Relevant Person (as defined above);
(ii) you have read, agree and will comply with the contents of this notice; (iii) you will use the information in this Presentation solely for evaluating your possible interest in acquiring securities of the Company; (iv) you will not forward the Presentation to any other person, or reproduce or publish this document,
in whole or in part, for any purpose; and (v) you shall keep strictly confidential the information contained in the Presentation and any information otherwise made available by the Company and/or Novum, whether orally or in writing. If you are in any doubt as to the matters contained in this Presentation
(including whether you fall within the definition of a Relevant Person) you should consult an authorised person specialising in advising on investments of the kind contained in this Presentation.
Qualified Person – Technical information contained in this presentation has been reviewed and approved by Rory Kutluoglu, P. Geo., a “Qualified Person” as defined by National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects.
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Cloudbreak is a Dynamic
Project and Royalty
Generator For The Natural
Resource Sectors
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VALUE PROPOSITION
Cloudbreak has an experienced management team with a
successful track record in the natural resource sectors
We acquire undervalued assets after rigorous review to diversify
commodity and jurisdiction risks
We source development partners from our well established
networks of explorers and developers
We receive cash or milestone payments while partners advance projects
and we retain equity and a royalty
We negotiate or acquire royalties to generate future cashflow
We advance projects though our partners balance sheets and technical
teams to build critical mass and deliver shareholder value
LSE: CDL
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A PLATFORM FOR COMMODITY AND JURISDICTION DIVERSIFICATION

Diversified commodity portfolio

We identify undervalued
projects in the natural resource
15 of 17 projects are being
advanced by partners

sectors and advance them
through the capital and
expertise of our industry
partners.

Cash and milestone payments are
received while maintaining an
equity position and a royalty

LSE: CDL
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Partner commitment of >C$5m for
2022 exploration budgets

PROJECT GENERATOR MODEL

TARGET

ASSEMBLE

EXPLORE

• Jurisdiction review

• Stake or acquire project

• Commodity focus

• Consolidate project

• Project thesis

• Partner with prospectors
and geological teams

• Data mining & acquisition
• Desktop study

LSE: CDL
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• Scale project footprint

• Phase 1 exploration
• Establish controls
and refine thesis
• Phase 2 exploration
• Expand data set
• Explore wider
opportunity potential
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PARTNER

• Select appropriate
partners
• Advance project via
Joint Venture
• Retain equity
and royalty positions;
receive milestone
payments

HOW WE MONETISE PROJECTS

Partner with third party explorers and developers for:
Cash & Milestone Payments • Equity Positions • Retained Royalty

Spin out new companies with Commodity or Jurisdiction focus:
Major Equity Position • Retained Royalty

Commodity and Jurisdiction focused strategic alliance:
Project Level Interest or Joint Venture
Cash & Milestone Payments • Retain Royalty • Database Development

LSE: CDL
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
Kyler Hardy Chief Executive Officer, Director
Mr. Hardy has over 16 years of experience in the global resource sectors. He has worked with venture capital, private equity funds and has introduced
strategic partners to advance projects. Mr. Hardy has founded, managed and successfully sold several resource sector businesses. Mr. Hardy is currently the
CEO of Cronin Capital Corp, Director of Temas Resources Corp, Co-Executive Chairman of Imperial Helium Corp., and a Director of Hexa Resources.

Dave Robinson Chief Financial Officer
Mr. Robinson has over 10 years of accounting and capital markets experience. He provided audit, tax and consulting services to private
and public companies at MNP LLP. He joined Telus Pension Fund as a senior analyst, to gain significant experience in equity portfolio management and
commercial lending. Mr. Robinson is currently the CFO and a partner of Cronin Capital Corp, a natural resource focused merchant bank based in Vancouver,
British Columbia.

Rory Kutluoglu Chief Operating Officer
Mr. Kutluoglu is a professional geologist with over a 15 years of mineral exploration experience and executive management roles in North American and
European companies. He has designed and executed multiple exploration programs and managed comprehensive environmental baseline and feasibility study
programs. Mr. Kutluoglu is a is a registered professional geologist with Engineers and Geoscientists British Columbia and a Fellow of the Society of Economic
Geologists.

Cam Bartsch VP Exploration
Mr. Bartsch is a Professional Geologist with over 20 years of industry experience from grassroots through to production, focused on structural and economic
geology across the globe. He has evaluated and completed structural assessments for clients including Kinross, Newmont, and Teck as a Senior Structural
Geologist with Terrane Geoscience Inc., worked as a project manager with Equity Exploration Consultants, the British Columbia Securities Commission,
Dundee Precious Metals and Sabina Gold and Silver Corp. He is currently a Senior Geologist with Cronin Capital Corp.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Kyler Hardy Director
Mr. Hardy has over 16 years of experience in the global resource sectors. He has worked with venture capital, private equity funds and has introduced strategic partners to
advance projects. Mr. Hardy has founded, managed and successfully sold several resource sector businesses. Mr. Hardy is currently the CEO of Cronin Capital Corp,
Director of Temas Resources Corp, Co-Executive Chairman of Imperial Helium Corp., and a Director of Hexa Resources.

Emma Priestley Non-Executive Director
Ms. Priestley is a Chartered Mining Engineer and Chartered Surveyor with over 20 years executive, consultancy and analytical experience in mining and financial services.
Ms. Priestly is currently the CEO of Goldstone Resources and was previously an Executive Director of Lonrho Plc. She has previously worked at IMC Mackay &
Schnellmann, CSFB, VSA Resources and Ambrian Partners.

Andrew Male Non-Executive Director
Mr. Male has over 15 years of executive and consultancy experience in North America and UK, with public and private companies in the natural resource sectors.
Mr. Male has acquired projects, managed exploration and development programs and exited via sale to Private Equity. Mr. Male presently advises several
European Family Offices on resources and technology opportunities. Mr. Male is a director of a number of public and private companies including Clarity Gold Corp.,
World High Life Plc, and Global UAV Technologies.
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SELECT PROJECT LOCATIONS
NORTH WEST
PORTFOLIO
WEST ATLIN,
NORTHERN
TREASURE
BC, CANADA

NORSEMAN SILVER
CARIBOU, SILVER SWITCHBACK, SILVER VISTA, NEW MOON
SMITHERS, BC, CANADA
CALIDUS RESOURCES
SOUTH TIMMINS
ON, CANADA

STRATEGIC ALLIANCE
KLONDIKE
STATELINE
CO, USA
BUSCANDO
RUPERT
VANCOUVER ISLAND, BC, CANADA

LSE: CDL
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TEMAS RESOURCES
LA BLACHE
QC, CANADA

KUDU RESOURCES LIMITED
WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY
GENERATING GOLD PROJECTS WITH LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS
COTE D’IVOIRE
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KLONDIKE, PARADOX BASIN, COLORADO, USA
• 2021

surface

work

confirmed

high-grade

Cu

mineralization including 6.3% Cu 127 g/t Ag in
outcrop
• 834ha claim group in the Paradox Basin, SW
Colorado
• 3 primary structures with multiple prospective
stratigraphy
• 6km of drill ready mineralized structures
Next Steps:
•

Permitting underway

•

Anticipate diamond drilling mid in 2022

LSE: CDL
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NORTHERN TREASURE, NORTHWESTERN BC, CANADA
•

29,580ha underexplored claim group in Northwestern BC

•

Multiple Minfile occurrences across the property

•

Triassic to Eocene volcano-plutonic complex and related
sedimentary units

•

Potential to host Epithermal, VMS and Porphyry style
mineralization.

•

Along trend to the NW of Brixton’s Thorn Property
•

Camp Creek Porphyry discovered 2021
•

Drilling includes 821.25m of 0.40% CuEq (open
at depth)

•

Trapper Target high grade Au mineralization (2021 drilling produced the highest grade to date with 11.5m of
19.26g/t including 0.46m of 276 g/t Au)

• Seeking and Exploration Partner
LSE: CDL
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CARIBOU, NORTHWESTERN BC, CANADA
•

36 km west of Smithers, BC, Canada.

•

Intruded prospective volcanic stratigraphy favours
porphyry targets

•

4.93% Cu, 242.5 g/t Ag in a 7.6 m trench

•

5.05% Cu, 340 g/t Ag (Rock Grab)

•

1500 m x 500 m Soil Anomaly

•

Next Steps:

•

Results pending from surface program conducted
by JV-Partner Norseman Silver Corp.

•

2021 results will guide next program.

LSE: CDL
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OUR TARGETS FOR ACQUISITION

• Grassroots to advanced exploration
• Data and research driven acquisitions

Current Targets:

• US copper project via Strategic Alliance

• US Lithium Brines
• West Africa Gold/
Copper

Asset acquisition targets:
• Across the metals and minerals sectors
• Energy and fuels to support the clean energy
transition

• Royalties

• Commodities which support a Greener Economy

LSE: CDL
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INVESTMENT SUMMARY
Cloudbreak is a Project and Royalty Generator for the Natural Resource Sectors
Acquisition of projects on a Value Accretive Basis to diversify commodity and jurisdiction risk
Management team and board have extensive experience in developing natural resource projects
Project generation provides cash and milestone payments while retained equity and royalties augment
future value – limiting dilution
Provides exposure to exploration and development projects across multiple commodities
Low cost exploration as projects are advanced via partner balance sheets and technical teams
>C$5m Listed Securities

17 Projects

12 Royalties

Cu Focused Strategic Alliance

£10m Bought Deal Facility

>C$5m 2022 Exploration Budget

LSE: CDL
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Issued and Outstanding

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS
448,065,060

Major shareholders (>3%) - undiluted
% Holding

Warrants (Avg. Strike Price £0.04)

44,487,093

Kyler Hardy (CEO)

Options (Avg. Strike Price £0.03)

15,150,000

Campbell Smyth

6.13

Shaun Gibson

4.90

Fully Diluted

507,702,153

19.89

Total

30.92

January 25, 2022

23%
49%

Management Team
and Insiders Hold 23%
LSE: CDL
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Management
Institutional
28%

Retail

Cloudbreak Discovery PLC

BlytheRay

Stellium Services

Director and Chief Executive Officer

Financial PR/IR-London

Investor Relations

Kyler Hardy

Tim Blythe, Megan Ray

Andrew Wilson, Claire Bowden

khardy@cloudbreakdiscovery.com

Cloudbreak@blytheray.com

Cloudbreak@StelliumServices.com

+1 604 428 9480

+44 (0) 20.7138.3204

Tel: +44 (0) 20.7129.1205

Head Office

4-5 Castle Court

33 St James’ Square

520 – 999 W Hastings St, Box 55

London, UK EC3V 9DL

London, UK SW1Y 4JS

Vancouver, BC, Canada V6C 2W2
www.cloudbreakdiscovery.com
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO - PARTNERED
Partner

Ticker

Temas Resources Corp
• Advancing PEA on La Blache
• Earning into 50% on the Piskanja boron
project
• Holds a 50% interest in a portfolio of
metallurgical patents focused on Ti, Fe
separation

CSE:
TMAS

TSX-V:
NOC

LSE: CDL
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% Holding

• A keystone regional Ti, Fe, V consolidation play

10,000,000

2% NSR1

15.75%

• Projects where staked or acquired as a portfolio
focusing on Cu, Ag porphyry targets in British Columbia
• Extensive historic data sets
• known regional mineralization

6,750,000

2% NSR2,
1% NSR3,
1% NSR4
2% NSR8

14.52%

500,000

1.5% NSR5

5.2%

1,000,000

2% NSR6

8.7%

Gold Vista
Private

Buscando Resources
• Targets advanced gold exploration projects
in Canada and Australia for acquisition

Royalty

Caribou • Silver Switchback • Silver Vista • New Moon

Deep Blue Trading Inc.
• Acquires and advances gold assets in
British Columbia

Equity Position
(Securities)

La Blache

Norseman Silver Corp
• Silver and copper exploration in British
Columbia

Asset

• Covers several known epithermal gold prospects
• Was part of a large regional data compilation
undertaken by a Tier 2 exploration company
Rupert

Listing
Q2 2022

• Adjacent to BHP’s historic North Island mine
• Project covers several copper porphyry anomalies
• Project is along trend from 2 known copper deposits
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO - PARTNERED
Partner

Ticker

Asset

Linceo Media Group
• Advancing the PEM 100 quarry into
production
• Set to supply Pacific Northwest concrete
producers

Private

Private

TSX-V:
CBAR.P

High grade Alumina and Silica deposit
Tide water access
6 known deposits on property
Large contiguous land position

13,000

1.5% NSR7

11.5%

• Claim Size: 3,125 ha
• Target: Structurally controlled Au-Ag, intrusion related
gold, poly metallic vein systems
• Assays up to 2.58 oz/t Ag, 26% Pb, 13.9% Cu
• Several small audits
• No systematic regional exploration has been completed

5,350,000

2.5% NSR9

22.29%

• Widespread Cu, Ag, Au mineralization
• Cu, Ag porphyry project
• Staked of numerous historic showings

500,000

21.46%

South Timmins

• Backed by a team of Canadian and
Australian capital markets experts
Private

cloudbreakdiscovery.com

•
•
•
•

Spectrum

Calidus Resources Ltd.

LSE: CDL

% Holding

Atlin West

Castlebar Capital Corp.
• Currently undergoing a qualifying
transaction
• Developing a multi commodity explorer

Royalty

Apple Bay

Power Group Project Corp.
• Signed LOI to be acquired by Power
Group Projects (PGP: TSX-v)
• Backed by a team of capital markets and
technical experts

Equity Position
(Securities)

• Project located in the prolific Abitibi Greenstone belt
• Under explored portion of the belt previously
overlooked for being off the main breaks
• High resolution magnetic gradiometer survey recently
completed with interpretation pending
• Targeting mafic-felsic contacts and ironstone identified
regionally
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500,000

1% NSR10

PROJECT PORTFOLIO - PARTNERED
Partner

Ticker

Moonbound Mining Ltd.
• New Resource issuer seeking a listing in
Canada
• Backed by strong capital markets team
Allied Copper Corp
• Western USA focused copper explorer
• Backed by strong capital markets and
technical group
• Focused on acquiring and developing world
class copper deposits
Allied Copper Corp
• Western USA focused copper explorer
• Backed by strong capital markets and
technical group
• Focused on acquiring and developing world
class copper deposits

Asset

Equity Position
(Securities)

Royalty

% Holding

700,000

2% NSR11

9.9%

1,000,000

1% NSR12

2.6%

250,000

1% NSR

2.6%

Yak

Private

• Target: High grade Low sulphidation Epithermal Ag-Au,
Mesothermal Lode Gold
• Assays retuned up to 1.3 oz/t Au, and 418 oz/t Ag
• Source never identified
• Significant glacier pull back in recent years
Klondike
• Sedimentary hosted copper mineralization in the
paradox Basin
• Multiple formations favorable for and observed to
contain copper, where outcropping at surface
• Cu samples >6% in grabs and between 1.2% and 3.5%
in chip sampling
Stateline
• Sedimentary hosted copper mineralization in the
paradox Basin
• Multiple formations favorable for and observed to
contain copper, where outcropping at surface
• On strike from the Lisbon Valley Mine.
• Major regional play >6km anticline strike to be explored

Asset Notes:
1 50% buy back for paying $2.5m, 2 1st 1% buy back for $1m. 2nd 1% capped at $5m, 3 50% buy back for $500k, 4 50% buy back for $500k, 5 50% buy back for $1m, 6 50% buy back for $1m, 7 On all industrial minerals
8 50% buy back for $1.5m, 9 50% buy back for $1,500,000, 10 50% buy back for $750,000, 11 50% buy back for $1,500,000, 12 50% buy back for $750,000
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO - PARTNERED
Partner

Ticker

1311516 BC Ltd.
• New Resource issuer seeking a listing in
Canada
• Backed by strong capital markets and
technical team

Asset

Equity Position
(Securities)

Royalty

% Holding

2,000,000

25% Carried

13.7%

3,000,000

25% Carried

13.7%

Icefall

Private

• Claim Size: 8,704 ha
• Target: Porphyry, Skarn, VMS
• Historic sampling just off claims returned up to 35.5 g/t
Ag, 0.5% Cu, 0.1%Pb and Zn 100m long Cu-Pb-Zn-Ag,
skarn mineralized zone continues under cover on claim
block
• Very little work and follow up completed

1311516 BC Ltd.

Rizz

• New Resource issuer seeking a listing in
Canada
• Backed by strong capital markets and
technical team

• Claim Size: 5,415 ha
• Target: VMS, Porphyry, Skarn
• Sulphide-rich felsite boulders, assays up to 27.6g/t Au,
562.9 g/t Ag, 8.25% Pb and 15.9% Zn – source not
identified and never followed up

Asset Notes:
1 50% buy back for paying $2.5m, 2 1st 1% buy back for $1m. 2nd 1% capped at $5m, 3 50% buy back for $500k, 4 50% buy back for $500k, 5 50% buy back for $1m, 6 50% buy back for $1m, 7 On all industrial minerals
8 50% buy back for $1.5m, 9 50% buy back for $1,500,000, 10 50% buy back for $750,000, 11 50% buy back for $1,500,000, 12 50% buy back for $750,000
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – SEEKING PARTNERS
Asset

Development
Stage

Ownership

Jurisdiction

100%

British Columbia,
North West
Portfolio

Proposed Work Program

Northern Treasure NE / Northern Treasure SW
• Claim Size: 29,580 ha
• Target: Porphyry (Cu-Au-Ag-Mo); Sed-hosted (Au-Ag); High Sulphidation
(Cu-Au-Ag); Stockwork (Au-Ag); VMS (Cu-Au-Ag-Zn)
• Significant historic work, glaciers have receded considerably in recent
years opening opportunity for new discoveries

LSE: CDL
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Grassroots
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•
•
•
•

Multispectral/ Aster image analysis
Mapping and Prospecting
Geochemical Sampling – soils
$110,000

CORPORATE INTERESTS
Partner

Ticker

Asset

Equity Position
(Securities)

% Holding

TSX-V:
IHC

315,000 Preferred Shares

710,767

1.22%

Private

US$1,344,735 Convertible Debenture
@ 10% (conversion average US$0.01)

11,000,000 Shares +
33,729,978 Warrants

33%

CSE:
AMS

1,250,000 Common Shares

1,250,000 Shares +
625,000 Warrants

6.7%

Imperial Helium Corp.
• Developing an established Alberta Helium Project
• First Helium production expected 2022
• Partnered with an EPC group and Offtake partner
Anglo-African Minerals PLC
• FAR project: 37Mt of 40.8% Al2O3 Measured and
Indicated resource and 36Mt of 39.0% Al2O3
Inferred resource (SRK, Nov 2015)
• Somalu project: 459Mt of 42.6% Al2O3 inferred
resource (SRK, May 2015)
• Toubal project: 722Mt of 42.6% Al2O3 inferred
resource (SRK, Dec 2014)
Alchemist Mining Ltd.
• A new lithium exploration and development
business
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